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Class Actions and Mass Torts
MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

This is the 20th publication in the Manhattan Institute’s *Trial Lawyers, Inc.* series of publications, launched in 2003, shortly after I assumed duties directing the Institute’s legal-policy efforts. Lawsuits play a major role in the American economy: the direct costs of tort litigation alone are roughly one-tenth the entire health care sector; and that’s excluding various settlements and classes of litigation, not to mention forgone research and investment and wasteful practices encouraged by litigation risk, including defensive medicine. Although the lawsuit industry is massive, information on it can be scarce: law firms, unlike publicly traded corporations, do not disclose business and financial results in 10-Ks or proxy statements. Our reports—stylized as annual reports of the plaintiffs’ bar, which we call Trial Lawyers, Inc.—are intended to help fill that gap by shedding light on the size, scope, and inner workings of the lawsuit industry.

Over the last 12 years, the players and targets of litigation have changed somewhat, but Trial Lawyers, Inc. continues to earn outsize profits from its class-action and mass-tort lines of business. Many former members of the Trial Lawyers, Inc. “leadership team” are gone—in some cases, due to death; but in more, due to disbarment or conviction: Dickie Scruggs, Mel Weiss, and Bill Lerach all went to federal prison, and the trial lawyers’ top legislative ally, former senator John Edwards, escaped the same fate only after indictment and trial. But new leaders have emerged. Weiss and Lerach no longer have a stranglehold over federal securities litigation, but new firms have taken their place. They include New York’s Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossman, which has funneled large sums of campaign contributions to out-of-state elected officials who have contracted with the firm to sue companies in class-action lawsuits against corporations. Scruggs and the late Ron Motley and Fred Baron no longer lead Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s asbestos-litigation mass-tort business line, but other players have filled their shoes, among them Weitz & Luxenberg, a firm that has dominated New York City’s asbestos courts—in part owing to the efforts of former firm counsel Sheldon Silver, the state’s long-standing Assembly speaker, who was recently convicted in federal court of frauds, including the allocation of state dollars to benefit the firm.

This report tells these newer tales, offering a look at Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s class-action and mass-tort business lines as they have evolved. In some respects, things have improved: in addition to prosecutors stopping some of the worst frauds, the U.S. Supreme Court and other judicial decision makers have modified some rules for the better, state legislatures have continued to modify laws to deter litigation abuse, and Congress passed the landmark Class Action Fairness Act of 2005, which prevented class-action lawyers from shopping large national cases to the most favorable state courts. But stopping Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s predations is a bit like the arcade game Whac-a-Mole—when you end one abusive practice, another pops up to take its place. In some ways, trial lawyers have become more sophisticated in their strategies. Rather than paying individuals to serve as plaintiffs—the tactic that brought down Weiss and Lerach—class-action lawyers now make perfectly legal
contributions to politicians who control litigation for public-employee pension funds. Rather than chasing ambulances to find clients, mass-tort lawyers have developed sophisticated marketing strategies that take advantage of the Internet and social-media platforms to attract the people whose claims constitute their books of business.

While many of the names and faces have changed, Trial Lawyers, Inc. remains a potent force. In its most profitable form, it is a volume business. The litigation industry’s top earners are those who represent large numbers of plaintiffs, either through class-action lawsuits or mass-tort product-liability suits. I hope you will find that this report offers a useful—if alarming—snapshot of the world of mass litigation today.

James R. Copland
Senior Fellow and Director, Legal Policy
Manhattan Institute for Policy Research
MANY PLAINTIFFS, MANY PROFITS
The litigation industry’s biggest margins come from class action and mass tort litigation.

When it comes to lawsuit abuse, most Americans instantly think of Stella Liebeck, the elderly woman initially awarded millions by a jury for injuries related to her spilling McDonald’s hot coffee on herself in her automobile—a verdict that, though ultimately reduced, was popularized by a spoof on the hit 1990s television series Seinfeld. But to make its truly outsized profits, the litigation industry prefers not individual plaintiffs, such as Liebeck, but cases that pull together lots of individuals who do little to oversee the lawsuits: class actions and mass torts.

In class-action lawsuits, plaintiffs’ lawyers don’t have to wait for clients to approach them with a prospective case. Rather, class-action lawyers themselves typically conceive of a purported injury or wrongdoing and reach out to a known individual to serve as the “named” or “lead” plaintiff in the suit. All other plaintiffs with similar alleged injuries are included, by definition, in the class. When such plaintiffs number in the thousands—or even millions—relatively small alleged injuries become extremely valuable to Trial Lawyers, Inc.

Mass torts also involve large numbers of plaintiffs with a similar alleged injury. Common cases involve lung ailments claimed to be due to asbestos exposure or physical harms purportedly caused by a drug or medical device. Because such cases involve a great deal of variation among plaintiffs—owing to differences in exposure or personal medical histories—they do not typically qualify for class-action treatment. Thus, for mass-tort litigation, Trial Lawyers, Inc. aggressively recruits clients—most commonly, through advertisements on television, radio, the Internet, and mass transit. By bundling lots of cases together—particularly in friendly jurisdictions—mass-tort lawyers, such as class-action attorneys, create tremendous pressure on companies to settle claims.

The Rise of Mass Litigation

The cost of lawsuits in America, as a share of the economy, is significantly higher than in other developed nations—almost 40 percent higher than in neighboring Canada and more than 2.6 times higher than in the Eurozone (Figure 1). Although the U.S. has always had a reputation for being litigious, the cost of tort litigation grew quickly after World War II (Figure 2) due to a series of substantive and procedural changes to the law that made it easier to sue.

Nine of the top ten “keywords” purchased from Google to attract web searchers are tied to potential legal claims.
Mass-tort litigation’s seeds also were planted in the mid-1960s, particularly once the American Law Institute revised its “restatement” of torts in 1965 to make it much easier to sue over product defects and inadequate warnings. By the mid-1970s, pioneering lawyers, such as Richard Glasser and Ron Motley, launched the first major asbestos lawsuits. But modern mass-tort litigation was truly jump-started in 1977, when the U.S. Supreme Court, in deciding *Bates v. State Bar of Arizona*, ruled that attorney advertising was commercial speech protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Bar associations’ ethics rules had long barred attorneys from advertising for clients as a form of solicitation, but in one fell swoop, such barriers were eliminated.

As a result of *Bates*, mass-tort lawyers now aggressively advertise for clients. In 2015, lawyers spent almost $900 million on television ads; trial lawyers’ TV advertising has grown six times as fast as all other advertising over the last six years. The Internet has afforded lawyers the ability to troll for clients in far more targeted ways. Today, nine of the top ten and 23 of the top 25 most expensive “keywords” purchased from Google to attract web searchers are tied to potential legal claims.

**The Need for Reform**

The cost of class-action and mass-tort abuse is more than merely a matter of economic harms imposed on companies being sued—though such suits doubtless cost jobs for workers, increase prices for consumers, hurt pension and retirement savings, and force many small businesses and entrepreneurs to close shop. The near-certainty that new drugs and medical devices will generate mass lawsuits if a previously unknown defect surfaces is a major drag on new research and development—costing lives. Had Congress not stepped in to block lawsuits against vaccine manufacturers in the 1980s, vaccine manufacturing and sale in the U.S. would have ceased; but many other products have never been brought to market because of fear of litigation.

Moreover, Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s relentless pursuit of profits has largely severed the tie between lawyer and client, at least in the class-action and mass-tort arena, which means that lawyers’ gains often come at their clients’ expense. When class-action lawyers settle their suits for pennies on the dollar, enriching themselves at the expense of the clients they purportedly represent, plaintiffs with legitimate claims are inadequately compensated for their injuries. The same applies to mass-tort lawyers who recruit uninjured clients to bundle into large settlements, in order to increase their fees: those with real injuries get paid too little to make them whole, while other plaintiffs recruited—and their lawyers—are paid a windfall.

Fortunately, over the last 40 years, various states have enacted tort reforms that have helped slow the growth of the lawsuit industry. In addition to its vaccine law in the 1980s, in 1995 and 2005 Congress enacted legislation to curb class-action abuses. In recent years, the U.S. Supreme Court has also made rulings that have set outer bounds on the use of the class-action device and that have permitted private parties to agree to arbitration clauses in contracts that preclude class-action litigation.

The ability to reform the system, however, is limited by trial lawyers’ aggressive government-relations efforts. The lawyers’ political and lobbying arm, the American Association for Justice, is among the most powerful interest groups in Washington, with auxiliaries that work similarly across the states. Lawyers flood congressional campaign coffers with cash, with spending on the rise (Figure 3). (The 2004 and 2008 campaigns were outliers because sitting Democratic senators were running for president in each year.) Indeed, in every campaign cycle this century, lawyers have given more to congressional campaigns than any other interest group has given—notwithstanding that the trial bar concentrates its money heavily on Democratic candidates. Trial lawyers similarly exert influence at the state level—not only over legislators but over judges (where elected) and state officials who have the power to contract with them for additional business. Because Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s business model is uniquely dependent on government for survival—its revenue streams come not from paying customers but from unwilling defendants forced to pay through judicial threat—it will always spend heavily to defend its class-action and mass-tort cash cows.
LAWYERS WITHOUT CLIENTS
Reform efforts have stymied but not ended class-action lawsuit abuse.

Bill Lerach, at one time arguably America’s most successful securities class-action attorney, once boasted to Forbes magazine: “I have the greatest practice of law in the world. I have no clients.” Lerach’s statement is ironic—he ultimately went to federal prison after being charged with bribing individuals to be his clients—but is also an apt description of how class-action litigation functions. Once a plaintiff class is defined by an attorney and certified by a court, any individual falling under the definition is automatically a plaintiff unless he affirmatively opts out. Thus, people are commonly plaintiffs in class-action lawsuits that they know nothing about.

Conceived as a vehicle for allowing individuals who have suffered small injuries from a common source to adjudicate their claims expeditiously in a single cause of action, class-action lawsuits are, more than any other type of litigation, conceived by and for the benefit of attorneys. The problem with such litigation goes well beyond lawyers raking in millions while plaintiffs collect small sums: in many cases, plaintiffs collectively walk away with virtually nothing, while their attorneys—and, sometimes, charities favored by the attorneys or the corporate defendant—take home all the money.

Federal law does not generally permit private plaintiffs to sue for consumer fraud, vesting enforcement authority with the Federal Trade Commission (of late, the opportunity for various private suits has been radically expanded, including through the 2010 Dodd-Frank financial reform law and its creation, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau). However, all 50 states, plus the District of Columbia, allow for private suits to enforce consumer frauds; 38 state consumer-protection acts allow for class-action litigation. Eleven states’ laws permit plaintiffs to recover without a showing of injury, and 22 establish minimum “statutory” damages for each offense, regardless of actual harms. As state laws became more permissive, lawsuits predictably multiplied: one study found that the number of court decisions involving fraud actions filed under state consumer-protection acts increased 119 percent during 2000–07.

By structuring lawsuits as consumer frauds rather than those involving actual physical injuries, plaintiffs’ lawyers can make class actions out of product-liability suits, which normally must be resolved as individual claims in mass-tort proceedings owing to variations in exposure or health profiles. For instance, lawyers filed a class-action consumer-fraud suit against Merck over its sale of its drug Vioxx, alleging not that plaintiffs were injured but that they would not have bought the product were harms differently disclosed. In that suit, the lawyers sought $220 million, the estimated total sales of the product in the state of Missouri; Merck settled for $39 million. Other suits are more fanciful but still impose significant costs on targeted firms—including regulation-by-litigation suits that fault the producers of common processed foods, such as Pop-Tarts, Froot Loops, and Fruit Roll-Ups, for improperly implying that the products were “healthy” owing to the use of a generic or specific “fruit” in the product packaging.

Three in ten class-action lawsuits involve consumer fraud (Figure 4). These cases are particularly attractive to Trial Lawyers, Inc. because they are “harm-less” lawsuits, or what the American Tort Reform Association calls “empty-suit litigation”, under many states’ consumer-fraud laws, the plaintiffs in such lawsuits do not have to show that they were actually harmed by the alleged fraud.

After consumer fraud, labor and employment lawsuits are most frequently filed. Pension-related lawsuits filed under the federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) alone netted 1.3 billion in settlement dollars in 2014. Another growth industry of lawsuits—one often abetted by the Obama administration’s Equal Opportunity Employment Commission—alleges that employees are “misclassified” and owed different labor-market...
protections, are improperly deemed independent contractors, or are victims of discrimination. Lawsuits involving the application of labor laws to telecommunications are on the rise, too.61

One area of class-action litigation that attorneys expect to be a growth industry is data privacy, as more transactions are conducted—and more information is stored—online and as hackers become more sophisticated and data breaches become more common. Such lawsuits constituted only 4 percent of class-action lawsuits in 2014, but 29 percent of corporate counsel expect the share of such lawsuits to grow, more than any other class-action line of business.62

The Supreme Court Intervenes

Like Congress (see box, “Congress Fights for Fairness”), the U.S. Supreme Court has taken steps to rein in class-action abuse. In 2011, the court considered a massive class-action employment lawsuit alleging that all female employees at the consumer retailer Wal-Mart had been the victims of discrimination—pointing to aggregate variations in pay at the company, buttressed by various statistical models.63 In *Wal-Mart v. Dukes*,64 as in a subsequent decision,65 the court determined that the plaintiffs’ case could not proceed as a class action because their individual situations were too different to constitute a common class.

One problem with class-action litigation is that, by its very nature, it tends to involve plaintiffs from multiple jurisdictions. In normal lawsuits, courts can insist that plaintiffs file their claim where they live or where their injury occurred. Yet Trial Lawyers, Inc. is able to “shop” class-action suits in search of the most favorable jurisdiction66—places that the American Tort Reform Association calls “judicial hellholes.”67 Dickie Scruggs, the mastermind of the multibillion-dollar multistate tobacco settlement, candidly described such jurisdictions:

What I call the “magic jurisdiction” . . . [is] where the judiciary is elected with verdict money. The trial lawyers have established relationships with the judges that are elected; they’re State Court judges; they’re popul[ists]. They’ve got large populations of voters who are in on the deal, they’re getting their [piece] in many cases. And so, it’s a political force in their jurisdiction, and it’s almost impossible to get a fair trial if you’re a defendant in some of these places. The plaintiff lawyer walks in there and writes the number on the blackboard, and the first juror meets the last one coming out the door with that amount of money. . . . The cases are not won in the courtroom. They’re won on the back roads long before the case goes to trial. Any lawyer fresh out of law school can walk in there and win the case, so it doesn’t matter what the evidence or the law is.68

(The largesse that Scruggs described may not be limited solely to political campaigns: the tobacco-suit magnate was subsequently disbarred and spent time in federal penitentiary following a federal investigation of an alleged judicial bribery scheme.)69

In the early part of the twenty-first century, Congress grew concerned that such judicial “forum shopping” in class-action litigation was affecting national commerce, as state courts beholden to Trial Lawyers, Inc. made decisions in national class-action lawsuits, with sweeping implications.70 In response, Congress enacted the Class Action Fairness Act (2005),71 which permitted defendants to remove national lawsuits above a certain dollar threshold to federal court.72 The legislation passed with a large bipartisan majority, including then-senator Barack Obama.73
Although *Dukes* has certainly put an outer bound on class-action litigation, its practical application may be limited, given that appellate courts have been increasingly unwilling to review lower courts’ decisions to certify a class of plaintiffs: according to a 2014 study, federal appellate courts granted review in only 25 percent of defendant challenges to class certification during 2006–13, down from 45 percent in 1998–2006. But the Supreme Court continues to take a keen interest in class-certification issues. A case currently before the court, *Tyson Foods v. Bouaphakeo*, involves an all-too-typical “wage and hour” class-action lawsuit on behalf of former workers at the company’s plant: the court is interested in whether such a case is appropriately brought as a class action, given that workers’ treatment varied, with some workers not allegedly injured at all.

In another 2011 decision, *AT&T Mobility v. Concepcion* (also subsequently reaffirmed in a later case), the Supreme Court held that private arbitration clauses that precluded class litigation were enforceable under the Federal Arbitration Act. Because arbitration is a significantly cheaper and faster mechanism for resolving small consumer claims than class-action litigation—with savings that are passed on to consumers—companies began adopting more such provisions (Figure 5).

Trial Lawyers, Inc. and its allies predictably howled—and found receptive ears at the *New York Times* and in the Obama administration, whose new Consumer Financial Protection Bureau proposed new rules in October 2015 that would bar contracts from substituting private arbitration for class-action litigation in agreements governing credit cards, checking accounts, and other financial products. (The CFPB’s director, Richard Cordray, was formerly Ohio’s attorney general, where he was tasked with hiring outside law firms to lead the state pensions’ securities class-action litigation; out-of-state plaintiffs’ firms gave more than $800,000 to the Ohio Democratic Party during his 2008 election campaign.)

By and large, arbitration tends to be fair to claimants—particularly when compared with class-action litigation. The Searle Civil Justice Institute at Northwestern University found that, after controlling for variations in case characteristics, consumers were more likely to prevail in arbitration than in court and that there was “no statistical difference in the amount they were awarded as a percentage of the amount sought.”

A 2014 survey by the Office of the Independent Administrator of the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, a nonprofit public–benefit corporation with mandatory arbitration clauses in its health plans, found that 90 percent of parties that had gone through arbitration found the process to be at least as good as the court system.

**Figure 5. The Share of Companies Employing Arbitration Clauses Precluding Class-Action Litigation Has Risen**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Percentage of Companies Employing Arbitration Clauses Precluding Class-Action Litigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2015 Class Action Survey

**THE CLASS-ACTION AVENGER**

A central reason that abuses in class-action litigation are so rampant is that no one has an incentive to monitor the plaintiffs’ attorneys for their clients’ benefit. Attorneys who bring class actions regularly reach agreements that undervalue the value of plaintiffs’ claims while pouring millions into their own pockets. Because no individual plaintiff has enough money at stake to monitor the lawyers—and defendant companies have every incentive to minimize their total payouts, regardless of where the money goes—class-action plaintiffs’ lawyers structure settlements to pay most of the awarded dollars to themselves. Some plaintiffs’ lawyers with class-action practices are undoubtedly scrupulous, but their practices are less profitable than their peers—who cut corners to settle claims to maximize their own benefits, at the expense of their clients.

Although judges have to sign off on settlements, they have active dockets and tend to be hesitant to review settlements agreed to by both parties—even if one party is really the lawyer, not the clients. In practice, judges almost never question settlements unless an objector—a member of the plaintiff class, represented through counsel—challenges the settlement terms as unfair. Unfortunately, because plaintiffs’ individual interests in class-action cases tend to be small, the likelihood of a plaintiff investing significant resources to challenge a settlement is similarly small.

To help remedy this, attorney Ted Frank formed the nonprofit Center for Class Action Fairness (CCAF) to file strategic challenges to unfair class-action settlements. (Frank is a longtime adjunct fellow with the Manhattan Institute, which publishes this report; CCAF and its litigation are wholly distinct, organized under the auspices of a different nonprofit organization, the Competitive Enterprise Institute.) CCAF has been quite successful in winning court victories, such as the 2011 *Bluetooth Headset Product Liability Litigation*, in which the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals overturned a settlement that paid plaintiffs nothing but awarded hefty fees to the plaintiffs’ lawyers, along with a modest charitable contribution. Although such cases have opened up new avenues to challenging class-action settlements, a case-by-case challenge to class actions can go only so far. CCAF’s resources are limited. It is effective only because of leadership that eschews effective “payoffs” from class counsel to walk away.
STOCK-MARKET SHAKEDOWNS
Litigation industry thwarts securities class-action reforms with political largesse.

Among the most commonly filed of all class-action lawsuits are those alleging “securities fraud.” Within days of a drop in a company's stock price, Trial Lawyers, Inc. swoops in to file a claim, despite often lacking proof of corporate wrongdoing.90

These lawsuits inevitably attribute the price decline to purported misstatements in company filings or in executives' public utterances.91 Because defending against securities class-action lawsuits involves expensive document production and the risk of unfavorable verdicts in the millions or even billions of dollars, these suits almost always settle.92

Naturally, the litigious attorneys profit handsomely. In 2013, plaintiffs' securities class-action lawyers netted more than $1 billion in fees in published federal securities settlements.93 Since 2000, plaintiffs' attorneys have earned nearly $3 billion from the ten largest settlements.94 Yet these lawsuits merely redistribute wealth from one class of shareholders to another: investors who bought securities in a certain period are paid out of company coffers (i.e., all remaining shareholders' money). Because considerable evidence suggests that this litigation does not deter management abuses,95 critics have dubbed these suits "legal extortion."96 A Florida judge once compared securities class-action lawyers to "'squeegee boys' who . . . run up to a stopped car, splash soapy water on its perfectly clean windshield and expect payment for the uninvited service of wiping it off."97

The Rise and Reform of Securities Class Actions

States have long allowed shareholders to file lawsuits challenging alleged breaches of fiduciary duties.98 Until recently, state courts—particularly in Delaware, where most large, publicly traded companies are incorporated99—somewhat limited the ability to file such suits. Today, however, they are a growth business for Trial Lawyers, Inc. that imposes a significant tax on corporate mergers and acquisitions. In 2013, among corporate mergers valued at over $100 million, 94 percent faced a shareholder lawsuit challenging the deal, up from 44 percent in 2007.100

Today's securities class-action industry is centered at the federal level, premised on alleged violations of the federal securities laws.101 In 1988, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that it was possible to infer “reliance” based on the “fraud-on-the-market” theory,102 which held that even if an individual shareholder did not personally rely on a fraud, the fraud was presumably impounded into the security's market price. In short order, plaintiffs' law firms developed securities class-action practices in which they monitored stocks for sharp price movements, which would quickly trigger a lawsuit alleging that some fraud had caused the stock to move.

In 1995, in response to the proliferation of securities class-action lawsuits, Congress passed the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act.103 PSLRA required more in-depth pleading standards to support a securities claim and forced judges to select, as the lead plaintiff in such cases, the investor most likely to protect the class of claimants' interests (typically, the largest investor), rather than permit the first plaintiff filing suit to control the litigation.104

Buying Plaintiffs

Though PSLRA did deter bare-bones filings, the number of annual securities class-action filings has remained relatively constant (Figure 6),105 while the cost of such litigation continues to rise (Figure 7). Since 2000, the average securities litigation settlement (adjusting for inflation and excluding multibillion-dollar outlier cases) has more than doubled.106

One reason that PSLRA did not fix securities class-action abuses is that some lawyers were apparently involved in a scheme to funnel cash to "named" plaintiffs in an effort to generate claims. Indeed, in the Manhattan Institute’s original Trial Lawyers, Inc. report (2003), the two individuals deemed “presidents” of the litigation industry's securities class-action division, Mel Weiss and Bill Lerach, formerly of Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes & Lerach,107 were later convicted of such behavior and served time in federal prison.108
PSLRA’s requirement that the shareholder with the biggest stake be the lead plaintiff also had the unintended effect of enabling plaintiffs’ lawyers to engage in a perfectly legal “plaintiff buying” scheme by donating money to the campaign coffers of publicly elected officials with fiduciary or management roles relating to public-employee pensions (see box, “A Good Political Investment”). In recent years, as donations to officials with power over contracting firms have swelled, one-third to one-half of all federal securities lawsuits have been led by public-employee pensions (Figure 8).
Many securities class-action law firms have taken an outsized interest in various state and local political campaigns. Such state and local officials are often responsible for making decisions on whether public-employee pension funds serve as lead plaintiffs in securities class-action lawsuits—and which outside firms to hire to handle the suits. In New York, Thomas DiNapoli, the elected comptroller, is the sole fiduciary for the New York State Common Retirement Fund, the third-largest state-employee pension plan in the United States. DiNapoli has received tens of thousands of dollars in contributions to his campaigns from attorneys at plaintiffs’ securities firms that were also selected by the fund as lead plaintiff in securities class-action litigation (Figure 9 and Figure 10).

In Mississippi, litigation filed by the state’s Public Employees’ Retirement System ultimately resides with the state’s elected attorney general. The large New York securities firm Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossman has taken a keen interest in the political fortunes of Mississippi attorney general Jim Hood: its lawyers have given well over $100,000 to his campaigns. The Mississippi pension system hired Bernstein Litowitz for nine of the fund’s 16 settled securities cases, netting the firm hefty revenues off a total settlement value exceeding $1.6 billion.

**Figure 9. Profitable Political Investments?**

**Elected Official:** Thomas DiNapoli, Democrat

**Contributions Received:**
- $47,500 (Labaton Sucharow, LLP)
- $30,000 (Entwistle & Cappucci, LLP)

**Case Settlements:**
- $624,000,000 (Labaton Sucharow, LLP)
  - In re Countrywide Financial Corporation Securities Litigation
- $4,250,000 (Entwistle & Cappucci, LLP)
  - DiNapoli v. Merrill Lynch & Co.

**Elected Official:** Jim Hood, Democrat

**Contributions Received:**
- $121,006 (Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann, LLP)

**Case Settlements:**
- $1,637,100,000 (Bernstein Litowitz Berger & Grossmann, LLP)*

*BLBG has represented the Mississippi PERS in 9 of its 16 securities cases since 2005. This sum is the collective settlement amount for those cases. This information is recent as of 2014.

Source: Public contribution filings; Stanford Securities Class Action Clearinghouse

**Figure 10**

Thomas DiNapoli
New York State Comptroller (2007–present)

Jim Hood
Mississippi Attorney General (2004–present)

**Securities Firms** contribute to campaign funds.

**Firms** recoup original investment and additional profit through legal fees from large case settlements.

**High Contributing Firms** are selected as lead counsel for Pension Fund Securities Litigation.

**THE SECURITIES LITIGATION MONEY MERRY-GO-ROUND**

&

New York State Common Retirement Fund
DiNapoli is the sole trustee.

Mississippi Public Employee Retirement System
Hood has final say when selecting counsel.

Source: Manhattan Institute
Reforms Interrupted

In 2014, the U.S. Supreme Court and the Delaware Supreme Court each considered a case that could have significantly worked to stem the tide of securities class-action abuse. Although one of these cases did come out against the interests of the litigation industry, Trial Lawyers, Inc. ultimately flexed its legislative lobbying muscle to undo the shift in law that threatened to cut off one of its major profit centers.

In *Halliburton v. Erica P. John Fund*, the U.S. Supreme Court reconsidered its 1988 decision that had enshrined into federal securities law the fraud-on-the-market theory and led to the explosion of securities class-action lawsuits. A rejection of this theory by the court would not have eliminated securities-fraud suits altogether: a hedge fund or pension fund that lost money after actually relying on a fraud could still file suit to recover damages and would have plenty of economic incentive to do so. Unfortunately, the court ultimately declined to reconsider its earlier legal precedent.

In *ATP Tour v. Deutscher Tennis Bund*, the Delaware Supreme Court decided that it was legally permissible, under the state's corporate law, for a company to include in its bylaws a provision for shareholder litigation that would require a shareholder suing the corporation to reimburse the company's legal fees if the lawsuit were unsuccessful. Such a requirement would effectively require shareholder suits to be managed by a large, well-funded plaintiff with “skin in the game” and would weed out cases that were little more than shakedowns. Almost all developed countries other than the U.S. have such “loser pays” requirements for most litigation—an important reason that these countries experience significantly less litigation than does the United States.

Although the *ATP Tour* decision offered hope that companies might be able to rein in abusive shareholder litigation, at least at the state level, such hope was short-lived. Less than a month after the *ATP Tour* decision, a bill was introduced in the Delaware legislature to undo the court's central holding. In 2015, after an intense lobbying campaign from both the plaintiffs' bar and the Delaware corporate bar (which profits handsomely by defending against such lawsuits), the Delaware legislature enacted a law preventing fee-shifting bylaws for companies incorporated in the state.
TROLLING FOR CLIENTS
Trial lawyers aggressively advertise to build mass-tort case portfolios.

Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s mass-tort division is a dominant presence on the airwaves and Internet, as its attorneys work to attract clients for lawsuits and to develop new targets for litigation. Mass-tort cases tend to involve product-liability claims—essentially that a product defect or an inadequate warning caused an actual injury. These cases are not suitable for class-action treatment but can become so numerous and so expensive to defend that companies typically attempt to settle them en masse, rather than risk bankruptcy.

Industries threatened or leveled by mass-tort lawsuits are legion. Numerous companies were forced into bankruptcy from asbestos litigation, America’s longest-running mass tort, including leading manufacturer Johns Manville (see box, “Asbestos Lawsuits’ Big Apple Blaze”). Though the link between asbestos and the deadly cancer mesothelioma is firm, many other companies have been forced into bankruptcy by phantom risks unsupported by science, such as Dow Corning, which produced silicone breast implants that mass lawsuits alleged had caused connective-tissue disorders—allegations subsequently disproved in multiple peer-reviewed academic studies. In the 1980s, as noted, mass-tort litigation was considered such a threat to America’s vaccine industry that Congress created a special compensation fund, outside the legal system, for possible vaccine-related injuries.

The latest “magnet court” for asbestos litigation is in New York City—named America’s worst “judicial hellhole” in 2014 by the American Tort Reform Association. In April 2014, Justice Sherry Heitler, who oversees the New York City Asbestos Litigation (NYCAL) docket, reversed a 20-year rule by permitting plaintiffs to apply for punitive damages. Such damages—which serve to “punish” companies for wrongdoing, above and beyond injury to the plaintiff in the case—are barred in federal multidistrict litigation (MDL) largely because they would deplete resources available to multiple plaintiffs seeking redress from the same company for the same injury, as well as because it makes little sense to punish the same company repeatedly for the same offense.

Punitive damages are particularly inappropriate in asbestos cases, which involve long-dormant injuries from products sold decades ago by companies typically under different corporate structures and managements. For instance, in 1964, Irving Selikoff released his pioneering study linking asbestos exposure to cancer; in 1982, Johns Manville, America’s preeminent asbestos manufacturer, was bankrupted by asbestos lawsuits. Justice Helen Freedman, who, in 1996, implemented New York’s rule against punitive damages in its asbestos courts, wrote:

To charge companies with punitive damages for wrongs committed 20 or 30 years before, served no corrective purpose. In many cases, the wrong was committed by a predecessor company, not even the company now charged. Second, punitive damages, infrequently paid as they are, only deplete resources that are better used to compensate injured parties. Third, since some states do not permit punitive damages, and the federal MDL court precluded them, disparate treatment among plaintiffs would result. Finally, no company should be punished repeatedly for the same wrong.

In addition to opening asbestos litigation to punitive damages, Justice Heitler, in 2012, revised the interpretation of New York’s trust-transparency provision governing disclosure of multiple asbestos exposures and claims by adding an intent standard that would make it easier for plaintiffs’ lawyers not to disclose expected future claims against other defendants. Because asbestos exposure typically happened long ago, a messy trail—of what company may be responsible for any given plaintiff’s claim—is common in such litigation. Numerous companies, most of which never manufactured the product in question, have also been targeted with lawsuits, with more than 50 bankruptcy trusts funded from formerly solvent companies that made asbestos monies to claimants.

ASBESTOS LAWSUITS’ BIG APPLE BLAZE

The latest “magnet court” for asbestos litigation is in New York City—named America’s worst “judicial hellhole” in 2014 by the American Tort Reform Association. In April 2014, Justice Sherry Heitler, who oversees the New York City Asbestos Litigation (NYCAL) docket, reversed a 20-year rule by permitting plaintiffs to apply for punitive damages. Such damages—which serve to “punish” companies for wrongdoing, above and beyond injury to the plaintiff in the case—are barred in federal multidistrict litigation (MDL) largely because they would deplete resources available to multiple plaintiffs seeking redress from the same company for the same injury, as well as because it makes little sense to punish the same company repeatedly for the same offense.

Punitive damages are particularly inappropriate in asbestos cases, which involve long-dormant injuries from products sold decades ago by companies typically under different corporate structures and managements. For instance, in 1964, Irving Selikoff released his pioneering study linking asbestos exposure to cancer; in 1982, Johns Manville, America’s preeminent asbestos manufacturer, was bankrupted by asbestos lawsuits.

Justice Helen Freedman, who, in 1996, implemented New York’s rule against punitive damages in its asbestos courts, wrote:

To charge companies with punitive damages for wrongs committed 20 or 30 years before, served no corrective purpose. In many cases, the wrong was committed by a predecessor company, not even the company now charged. Second, punitive damages, infrequently paid as they are, only deplete resources that are better used to compensate injured parties. Third, since some states do not permit punitive damages, and the federal MDL court precluded them, disparate treatment among plaintiffs would result. Finally, no company should be punished repeatedly for the same wrong.

In addition to opening asbestos litigation to punitive damages, Justice Heitler, in 2012, revised the interpretation of New York’s trust-transparency provision governing disclosure of multiple asbestos exposures and claims by adding an intent standard that would make it easier for plaintiffs’ lawyers not to disclose expected future claims against other defendants. Because asbestos exposure typically happened long ago, a messy trail—of what company may be responsible for any given plaintiff’s claim—is common in such litigation. Numerous companies, most of which never manufactured the product in question, have also been targeted with lawsuits, with more than 50 bankruptcy trusts funded from formerly solvent companies that made asbestos monies to claimants.
Plaintiffs’ attorneys thus have an incentive to double-dip claims to recover full payments for injury from multiple sources. In a landmark 2014 ruling in federal bankruptcy court, *In re Garlock Sealing Technologies, LLC*, Judge George Hodges documented that plaintiffs’ lawyers had endeavored “to withhold evidence of exposure to other asbestos products and to delay filing claims against bankrupt defendants’ asbestos trusts until after obtaining recoveries from Garlock (and other viable defendants).” Unfortunately, Justice Heitler’s revised interpretation of New York’s trust-transparency rules threatens to empower precisely these practices in NYCAL.

Further emboldening Trial Lawyers, Inc. in the Big Apple was a more recent judicial decision—subsequently affirmed by an appellate court—to consolidate asbestos cases involving different worksites, occupations, plaintiff diseases, and even legal theories.

New York City’s asbestos courts also depart from standard practice elsewhere, in allowing defendants to be sued not only for their own products but for other manufacturers’ products, under a “duty-to-warn” theory. This practice, combined with New York’s rule attaching up to full liability to any solvent defendant, means that tertiary defendants with an attenuated connection to asbestos can assume liability for staggering awards.

In 2012, the heirs of Ronald Dummitt, who had died of mesothelioma, won a $32 million jury award against Crane Company, a valve manufacturer, after Dummitt’s lawyers claimed that his disease was caused by exposure to asbestos while working as a U.S. Navy boiler technician from 1960 to 1977. While Dummitt worked with valves manufactured by Crane, such valves contained no asbestos; insulation and replacement materials made by third parties did. Dummitt’s lawyers argued that Crane should have foreseen these risks and warned Dummitt. However, after reducing the award to $8 million, the court upheld the verdict, one subsequently sustained on appeal.

New York’s asbestos-litigation rules have thus created a climate highly favorable to Trial Lawyers, Inc. According to Bates White Economic Consulting, the average asbestos award in New York City soared from $7 million in 2010 to $24 million in 2014. During the same period, average awards in NYCAL were more than double those in other jurisdictions.

What made New York’s courts so favorably disposed to Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s asbestos lawyers? Judges, notably, are selected by individuals favorably disposed to asbestos litigation.

For example, in 2008, Sheldon Silver, the former New York State Assembly speaker, appointed Arthur Luxenberg to the judicial screening committee that forwards possible judicial nominees to the governor. Luxenberg happens to be one of the primary partners of Weitz & Luxenberg—New York City’s most prominent asbestos-litigation firm—which had Silver on its payroll for many years. In 2013, the firm paid Silver an “of counsel” fee of $650,000–$750,000. As it also happens, Luxenberg’s partner, Perry Weitz, previously persuaded Justice Heitler to modify the NYCAL punitive-damages rule.

In addition to placing asbestos lawyers on the judge-selection panel, Silver blocked legislative efforts to implement even modest tort reforms. Frustrated by his inability to reform New York’s “scaffold law” that impedes development projects, Governor Andrew Cuomo told *Crain’s New York Business*: “The trial lawyers are the single most powerful political force in Albany.”

Whether trial lawyers’ stranglehold on Albany will remain equally strong going forward is in doubt. In February 2015, as noted, Silver resigned as speaker of the State Assembly, following a federal indictment on fraud and corruption charges, including an allegation that he funneled hundreds of thousands of state grant dollars to a doctor who, in turn, referred patients to Weitz & Luxenberg for asbestos lawsuits. In November 2015, Silver was convicted on all counts.
The Mass-Tort Mass-Media Blitz

While class-action lawyers “define” their clients, mass-tort lawyers must recruit them. In 2015, legal advertising on TV totaled $892 million, up 68 percent since 2008. During 2008–15, lawyers’ annual spending on TV ads outpaced the broader TV ad market. Although trial lawyers purchase a relatively small percentage of ads during national-network broadcasts, legal advertising constitutes almost 4 percent of local TV spot ads and 2 percent of syndicated TV programming ads.

In 2015, mass-tort law firms were five of the top six legal advertisers (Legalzoom.com was the other), led by Texas law firm Akin Mears (Figure 11). But firms that appear on TV are not necessarily the ones that take cases to trial or that try to negotiate a settlement. Many, such as Goldwater Law Firm—which spent almost three-fourths of all advertising dollars in March 2015 seeking plaintiffs alleging that they had been injured by Boehringer Ingelheim’s blood-thinning drug Pradaxa (Figure 12)—largely offload cases that they sign up to other plaintiffs’ firms, which contract for control of the case (with the initial firm sharing in any ultimate contingency fee).

Lawyers’ TV advertising typically seeks plaintiffs suing over injuries related to pharmaceuticals, medical devices, and asbestos (Figure 13) and flows to established product lines, as well as to speculative new business lines. In 2015, of the top five pharmaceutical and medical-device targets (Figure 14), pelvic mesh and Pradaxa were long-established while Xarelto, Zofran, and testosterone-replacement hormones represented new lines of business.

Consolidating Cases

Once mass-tort lawyers acquire their cases—through their own efforts or in contract with a heavy-advertising law firm—they file them in the most favorable jurisdiction. In federal court, mass-tort claims get funneled into MDL courts designed to centralize and coordinate pretrial proceedings when multiple cases involve “one or more common questions of fact.” Many lines of product-liability litigation have thousands of cases pending in federal MDL courts, as well as pharmaceutical suits over diabetes medication Actos, cholesterol-lowering drug Lipitor, testosterone-replacement medications, and birth-control pill Yaz (Figure 16).
In theory, these courts are efficient: they permit a single court to consider common pretrial issues and to hold bellwether trials to let both parties to the litigation determine appropriate settlement values. In practice, by flooding thousands of claims into a common court, plaintiffs’ lawyers earn significant payoffs from recruiting dubious claims and bundling them with other claims that may be more meritorious. Overwhelmed by the sheer volume of cases, courts pressure defendants to settle. Consider Judge Joseph Goodwin, who oversees more than 72,000 pelvic-mesh cases in West Virginia. He cannot, of course, give all such cases full trials. Judge Goodwin’s docket is not the largest in MDL history, either: more than 192,000 asbestos cases have moved through a federal MDL court. Yet when bad cases are not weeded out, defendants pay money to undeserving plaintiffs and fail to give meritorious claims sufficient consideration.

Mass-tort lawsuits in state courts face numerous other problems. As noted, lawyers focus their litigation on jurisdictions with favorable rules that encourage case consolidation and settlements, as well as jurisdictions with jury pools likely to award extravagant compensation for damages. Cases have long clustered in Illinois courts in Madison and St. Clair Counties (East St. Louis) and Cook County (Chicago). When tort-reform passes or judges change, lawyers follow the money to more lucrative locales. After Texas passed tort reforms under Governors George W. Bush and Rick Perry, law firms that had previously flourished in the state quickly shipped their business to California. More recently, asbestos lawyers have descended on New York City, after a series of favorable rulings there (see box, “Asbestos Lawsuits’ Big Apple Blaze”).
THE C-SUITE
These heavy hitters lead the way for Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s class-action and mass tort business.

While the plaintiffs’ bar lacks an organizational structure akin to that of an actual corporation, leading plaintiffs’ attorneys and other players in the litigation industry dominate business to such a degree that one might consider them to be “division presidents.” As such, the parties below constitute the leadership team for Trial Lawyers, Inc.

Joe Rice
Chairman and CEO
Longtime partner of the late Ron Motley, Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s founding chairman, Rice is a renowned negotiator in his own right. Rice chaired the plaintiffs’ steering committee for litigation stemming from the BP oil spill and currently serves on committees overseeing lawsuits against Pfizer (involving Lipitor) and General Motors (faulty ignition switches).181

Elizabeth Cabraser
President, Class Actions (General)
Cabraser, who heads one of Trial Lawyers, Inc.’s biggest moneymakers, helped win a combined $850 million in settlements as chair of the plaintiffs’ steering committee in the Bextra/Celebrex marketing practices and products-liability litigation.182

Max Berger
President, Class Actions (Securities)
When a company’s stock falls, Berger’s rises. Berger has negotiated six of the largest securities-fraud settlements, including multibillion-dollar settlements with Bank of America / Merrill Lynch, JPMorgan Chase, and Citigroup.183

Ashley Keller and Aaron Katz
Chief Financial Officers
Lawyers turned financiers, Keller and Katz head up, respectively, Gerchen Keller Capital184 and Parabellum Capital185—two of America’s largest litigation-financing outfits—which have each raised hundreds of millions of dollars to fund lawsuits across the United States.

Perry Weitz and Arthur Luxemberg
Presidents, Asbestos
The founders of the eponymous mass-tort plaintiffs’ firm, Weitz and Luxenberg lead a practice that dominates asbestos litigation,186 especially in the “judicial hellhole” of New York.187 Their firm infamously employed Sheldon Silver, the New York State Assembly speaker, who was convicted in 2015 of corruption charges related to his role at the firm.188

Mark Lanier
President, Drugs/ Medical Devices
A Texas attorney who moonlights as a Baptist preacher, Lanier won national acclaim in the first Vioxx case to go to trial, where the jury awarded his client more than $250 million.189 In 2014, Lanier secured a staggering $9 billion verdict against Eli Lilly and Takeda Pharmaceuticals over diabetes drug Actos,190 earning Lanier The Trial Lawyer magazine’s “Trial Lawyer of the Year” award.191

Ralph Nader
President, Public Relations
Nader, consumer advocate and sometime presidential candidate, doubles as the litigation industry’s longest-serving public-relations flack. Recently, he realized his dream of opening a museum dedicated to Trial Lawyers, Inc.: the American Museum of Tort Law, in Winsted, Connecticut.192

Linda Lipsen
President, Government Relations
As CEO of the American Association for Justice, the leading lobbying arm of Trial Lawyers, Inc.,193 Lipsen helps the litigation industry get the biggest bang for the millions of bucks that it spends on “government outreach.”
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